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ALLPLAN invites Engineering
Professionals to Digital Conference on the
Future of Infrastructure

Munich, March 23, 2022 - ALLPLAN invites to its second virtual Build the
Future – ALLPLAN Infrastructure Digital Conference on May 4, 2022. The
event will focus on solutions and international practical examples from
bridge and road construction. Eleven exciting specialist presentations from
globally successful engineering firms and Allplan product experts are on the
program. Participants can also expect to see what integrated digital
infrastructure solutions look like now and in the future, as well as benefit
from seeing practical implementation and workflows for daily work.



"We want to enable our customers to optimize infrastructure projects for efficiency
from design to construction. This is the core of our design-to-build strategy", says
Dr. Detlef Schneider, CEO of ALLPLAN. "At our digital conference, we bring
together stakeholders in infrastructure projects to network online, learn about
trends and prepare for a successful future."

Infrastructure projects from around the world

This virtual conference will kick off with presentations on Allplan
infrastructure design solutions for roads and bridges. In addition to
presenting the current solutions, product experts will provide tips and tricks
for modeling bridges, terrain and roads. A new automated bridge modeling
process will be presented, including methods such as parametric modeling
with Visual Scripting and PythonParts.

International clients will present infrastructure projects of all sizes and
complexity - from the largest infrastructure project in Europe, the Grand Paris
Express, to the metro network in Portugal, a railway bridge in Brazil, a road
construction project in Switzerland, and several impressive bridge
construction projects in China, North America, Croatia, Germany and Romania.
The engineers involved will report on best practices and experiences in the
course of their projects.

Chat rooms and online discussions with leading engineers

There will be a number of chat rooms, hosted by experts, for online
discussion on a broad range of topics from, road, terrain and bridge modeling,
bridge analysis, through to reinforcement detailing, BIM and interoperability.
The conference will be held in English - in the morning and in the afternoon.
Participation is free of charge.

Further information and registration: Build the Future - ALLPLAN
Infrastructure Digital Conference

About the Nemetschek Group

https://event.eu.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServletV2?target=reg20V2.jsp&eventid=8000014031&sessionid=1&key=F11825F4B5DC717D5F6084CE7E0E873D&groupId=299504&sourcepage=register
https://event.eu.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServletV2?target=reg20V2.jsp&eventid=8000014031&sessionid=1&key=F11825F4B5DC717D5F6084CE7E0E873D&groupId=299504&sourcepage=register


The Nemetschek Group is a pioneer for digital transformation in the AEC/O
and the media & entertainment industries. With its intelligent software
solutions, it covers the entire lifecycle of building and infrastructure projects,
guides its customers into the future of digitalization and enables them to
shape the world. As one of the leading corporate groups worldwide in this
sector, the Nemetschek Group increases quality in the building process and
improves the digital workflow for all those involved. Customers can design,
build, and manage buildings more efficiently, sustainably and resource-
saving. The focus is on the use of open standards (OPEN BIM). The portfolio
also includes digital solutions for visualization, 3D modeling, and animation.
The innovative products of the 13 brands of the Nemetschek Group in the
four customer-oriented segments are used by approximately 6.5 million users
worldwide. Founded by Prof. Georg Nemetschek in 1963, the Nemetschek
Group today employs around 3,400 experts all over the world.

Publicly listed since 1999 and quoted on the MDAX and TecDAX, the
company achieved revenue amounting to EUR 681.5 million and an EBITDA
of EUR 222.0 million in 2021.
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